May 1, 1932

(Stop Roosevelt movement)

Successor Roosevelt victories in the primaries and conventions - Washington

leading the list -

Indifferent or Loyal

Going to in Chicago

John Dewey, Alfred E.

Smith, John Henry

John H. Carey, John J.

Reed, Joneit Stone

Frank Hayne, Jas. J.

Wallace, Anton J. Arman

Hurlin P. Baker, Owen D.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of the document as it appears to be handwritten and the content is not legible.
Practically everyone was politically inclined. State was again in 1870s. In 1881, every State had a favorite man whom they knew they could not influence, but the delegate was committed to him until they decided what men to vote for. Most of them did not want him reelected because they knew they couldn't control him.
July 1932

Great depression.  

That he would not like 

arrest to the homestead. 


25 OR member. 

Rough legislature 1911. 

Kern Sta. 1914. 

Headed the anti-Japanese 

group who defeated the 

election of Wm. F. (Blue Eye) 

Belle) Weatherman as a 

Senator, creating 

a deadlock. It resulted 

in electing Joe a 

German. 

DPR nominated AES 

1931, & Bob. 19...
in selecting Jees A.
O'Gorman.

JDR nominated A.E.S.

1924 & 1928 for the
employer, associated
for A.E.S. in campaigns,

for communism.

It was said to be
caused by stories reper-
ed back from 6 of what
JDR paid about A.E.S,
such as that Lees was
a few months for did
not when Leonard Wilson

& Smith's influence was
[Handwritten text not legible]
In 1918, Al suggested 
AE's "take a stand against 
Chas. Whittman" 
AE's suggested AES 

April 15, 1922 - (Note 
AE's argument) 
Smead's yard -
"I will take 98% for 
our cause and fight to the 
end against any candidate 
who believes in any
as a genius approach the
business of the building
people of the country to
destroy themselves by
setting classes against
classes and such against
such.

Be not referred to the
President's expression
"The forgotten man."

April 20, '22

Nor does U.S. ever
longer believe the
U.S. entry into the
League of Nations is
probable. During
Valdemar's time it advocated
April 20, 1932

S.R. times W.P. Le no
longer believe the
U.S. entry into the
League of Nations is
practicable. Even if
Wilson had in his advocates
League advocates, I
spoke with great emotion
for the plan. I said
know that we strive
for an ideal, an ideal
that is unrealizable.

"Col. E.H. House"

April 22, 1932

"I have been associated
into every President
since Grant and not
One often talks of
stringent physical
than in the need les.
Let me try and equal
him in physical
powers: His allure,
relative measure.
Normandy.
April 24.
Ashkenazy wanted
to the President. "I
replied: "From the time
I was at school, there
had a tremendous
influence on problems of government.

And from the same
period of my life, I
had had a firm old-
-fashioned notion that
replied. "From the time
I was at school I have
had a tremendous inter-
est in social issues.

And from the same
time period of my life I
had a deep-seated
fascination with the
idea of any individual
found himself in
circumstances that would
lead him to help in the
administration of govern-
ment, even solving
government problems.
The right to do it.
As far as personal
selflessness..."
...I found rather lean and do a certain amount of riding or running...and do foretell...protection...in...county...limed... Hyde...Park. There is illusion about the difficulty of being President...In the question...What is the matter with the present government?... "A government must not be a government which takes...into consideration any one element..."
I nominated for President.

I went to New Orleans in January

John G. Breckinridge, who

Announced called on the

roll of fugitives and

yielded the track who

immediately placed

his name before the

convention and gall

affair.

Frank Roosevelt at

5:30 on July 3rd as

she was having a

dinner party at noon.

Well, it's all over.
(Creation story) fell
other
was Rosemary as
I am on July 7, as
she was breaking
agonizing
out "Well, it's allowed,
and man must eat."

Elected on Feb 17th
94 of States went Delight
pledges to DP.

Mr. Smith
1938 - 9 Jan 1940
1938 - 1941 elected him
DP elected for 8
They are lifeless
that将士 生

My heart bows down
in the face of 
real hardship
and need

Great love is
humbled

"Now a thousand years
from the soul of man,
the world is better
and so is the world.

To dwell in the
world of love and
complacency,


Sure is my full day. Please actualize.

Dad had the girl. She wasn't to go out. She asked to go out. She was going to go out.

They are the face.
in 1932, she fell to her knees and prayed for her mother. The next day, her mother turned 100 years old.
Dear Ed, 

Children #2 wanted to know when we would be leaving. They did —

Flourish Baker's, 가능한 at 9 am, then to Chicago to accept nomination on July 2/1932 in Atlanta.

between 8 and nine & —

at the stadium.

Saw Chicago at 5:46 PM.

Ed
Prowell family

WR flew to Chicago
to accept nomination.
July 2, 1932. A. Allen

between 8 and 11 am

during at the stadium
at 4:46 PM - 4:47 PM
Remarks on arrival
at airport.

Darby: "Darby, old pal,
you at right there.
You certainly did great
work."

Ray Curnak pronounced
victory on his "SNK"
and "I am happy to
see my old friend and
safely at last two"
Will come true.

Moral earnestness

President

Never turn from purpose of life. Do not make

Dr. Dyer speak

Plaints of the need.

Many good things done for the hour.

She left a legacy.
The next President — N.R. replied "And does pleasant to meet the best Sir of all."

N.R. "The only thing I could have a smoke."

I'm part of a cut of myself and I seem to have had my cigarettes (were a cigar)."

Someone shouted "Don't forget to make a party Al Smith — say."

"So do that."

Stopped at bar; went to pay a few words to the large crowd.

At 1:50 p.m., Senator Walsh called the convention to order.

At 1:58 the roll call began and Ald. the first state in the roll yielded to John E. Mack, the then postmaster, who was a delegate from

N.Y. and he presented the name of a man.

Of his finality,
the first plate on the gold. Yield to John E. Mack. His then red
friend daughter, who was a delegate from

the name of that.
P.R. in Florida, then St. Louis, 167,000 on
1930. On St. Luke by
250,000.

And yielded to Thomas Cummins of Conn.
and then the ball
planted rolling
in first steps like barns.
R. Conn. 1769
Penn to help out for
Smith.
Dr. North said as he stepped from the chair, "I pressed him. "It was
fine, wasn't it?"

The Boss suddenly
turned around 5 found
standing beside him
a newspaper man
(Karl W. Kahn) who
had cornered him in the
campaign of 1930 and
in home he had done only
once since three days.
He gave him a very
cordial greeting. Kahn
was amazed that he
should remember him
I wrote about him
reminded me.
One with you rightly.

None, continue.

Announcing to her.

birthday or something in Chicago. 

Hay, Mars, 

Love and your affection.

In light of the third of July remaining until the President's speech 

shall be between Scott 

Sharon and her 

I realize it

Send him's change of attitude. His inferi 

fall. The Bows which 

positively dated back 

to the clay. The Bows.
I have already made
at least to the press
and to the County
that I have asked
no one to be my running
mate and that no one
has been authorized
to do so on my behalf.

JFK nominated
JFK for his vice
political office. But
Senator - predictions
about whether a change
so he nominated him to
times for the Presidency?

JFK got no note from
my city & borough.
until we will call...

by legislative order

into the Senate

were turned down one

ey of his opoens

be retired more bills

than any previous

Governor in Massachusetts

history including

Governor Cleveland

Admitted to June 1907

punted in office

C. Leighton Wilbur

V.P. and a managing

Frick (He always said he
Hi, dear friend,

Florence Florence is the
immigration officer

21st April
24th April, 1911

Sally Ann

Mother a success
no more family brunch

A letter to Paul in 1910

May and George

Chill (in Michigan and the
City, as in newspaper)

Ohio, too

Cloudy, too
with 19 others to attend
her advanced cancer.

She died in 1942,

receiving in 1912 the
acceptance letter.

Dear Mr.

PDR, I reply to
Alphonse Magini
you must make the
price. And Timme
you'll probably be asked
"Yes, that's the full
price."

Anecdote printed in
Cleveland Plain Dealer

July 2, 1932
'you'll probably identify
"Yes, that's the kick
fight."

Anecdote. Printed in
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

July 2, 1933.

Speaking at length on
the League of Nations
and moral brothers
in Grey's Army Cloud
he heard a roar in the
gathering, in broken
English. 'What about
AZERBAIJAN?

Azerbaijan, Sir
At least for a second,
saying to himself.‘
"Be a happy thought...

And that feeling

"Shall I think?"

Said in the

"Gladness in it."

And it disclosed the

"Gladness in way, your

nights in the
d
days in the

writes the gladness

into a drowned famil

opportunity for

don't write anymore...

This isn't a mistake.
Glad to discuss the question with the
Gentlemen in any
question anyone may

came to me. Then he
had a happy thought
"I'll bet there aren't
another man in this
great hall who knows
where Azerbaijan is!
leaning over the stage
and pointing at the
audience. He gave
a break line because
he was answered.

He went on "That is
what we call brotherhood
will do for us. No
longer will we dare to

Long our hands is
shape and grace & weary.
We we know good
jingle we will know
Wheeling again in

Smith's remark about JDR & physical
condition. What the
Tell do they want in
The White House? And
a what?"

description
A fairground man - long
hair, white jacket, blue

eyes, strong mouth

He got the idea 3
Collects, go for 2.50.
The White House? And act what?
description
A formal note-long face square jaw, blue eyes, strong mouth

He got the idea?
Collecting when he was librarian opened the faculty of college

Attitude of the Smiths when the Roosevelt children caught them in the library at the Convention?

Franklin trying to get in the convention hall?
He just remarked to
Anna, "I just talked
into your father and
guess what he said?"
He said, "Don't
hell (the r after
unnecessary)."

Have buckethead,
all the way, distance
785 miles x truck
8 hrs 38 minutes.

Insured for $50,000.
In Maior's name.

Landor assign.
Saw Fangman Banner
at Location - 48 Minute
Such -